Beat: Arts

HOLLYWOOD STAR CATE BLANCHETT TO PLAY LEGENDARY LUCILLE BALL
IN BIOPIC
WRITTEN BY AARON SORKIN
PARIS - NEW YORK - LOS ANGELES, 06.09.2015, 12:40 Time
USPA NEWS - Aaron Sorkin is set to write for Escape Artists an authorized biopic of Hollywood legend Lucille Ball. Cate
Blanchett is attached to the part. It would be center on the marriage of Ball and Desi Arnaz, her co-star on the seminal
sitcom...
Aaron Sorkin is set to write for Escape Artists an authorized biopic of Hollywood legend Lucille Ball. Cate Blanchett is attached
to the part. It would be center on the marriage of Ball and Desi Arnaz (cuban bandleader), her co-star on the seminal sitcom "I
Love Lucy" and partner in powerhouse Desilu Studios. They were married or 20 years before divorcing in 1960. the role of
Desi has not been set but that should come soon. Lucy Ball won four Emmys for the role. She died in 1989.
Aaron sorkin is in talks to write the script. Jenna Block will oversee development of the project at Sony-based Escape Artists.
No director or cast is attached yet. Aaron Sorkin wrote "Steve Jobs", which Universal opens October 9, and recently turned in
the script for Sony's "Molly's Game" Escape Artists produced Jake Gyllenhall's boxing drama "Southpaw". He has penned
usually male-centric TV and movie creations including "The West Wing", "A Faw Good Men"...
While the Internet was excited to hear news of a Lucille Ball biopic, many potential fans reached with skepticism about Aaron
Sorkin' ability to write a feature telling a female story.
Cate Blanchett has won Academy award for "The Aviator" and "Blue Jasmine". She's starring in Todd Hayne's romance
"Carol" which premiered in Cannes Film Festival, and will be with Robert Redford in the Dan Rather drama "Truth", which
premieres at the Toronto Film Festival. Cate Blanchett is a popular choice, and the Australian actress is no stranger to
biopics.

Article online:
https://www.uspa24.com/bericht-5176/hollywood-star-cate-blanchett-to-play-legendary-lucille-ball-in-biopic.html
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